
CVPIA Refuge Biological Benefits

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So what has CVPIA got us? After 12 years, what on-the-ground habitat improvements have we seen that can be attributable, at least in part to the firmer, more reliable water supplies that have come about as a result of CVPIA 
�
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I want to put this slide back up that Sonya showed earlier - - because I think its important to see how each block of water allows us to provide different benefits to wildlife refuges under CVPIA.  The Full Level 2 amounts were mandated immediately upon passage of the Act, but this Incremental Level 4 amount was to phased in in 10% increments over 10 years - - this hasn’t happened for a variety of reasons, not the least of which is inadequate annual refuge budget.  

The priority for use of Full Level 2 water is for the “bread and butter” of the program - -the initial flooding up of wetland units in the fall and the subsequent maintenance of water levels in those the wetland units. It’s the highest priority because the Central Valley is a critical wintering area for many migratory birds, and we were to receive only Level 2 water, the September-November period is when we would concentrate using that water. But beyond this initial fall floodup, there are numerous habitat needs that wildlife require the entire year around - -and we can achieve meeting these requirements with the acquisition of this block of “Incremental Level 4” water, a block that allows us to optimally manage habitat on our wildlife refuges.    �



CVPIA Refuge Biological Benefits

• Year-around water supplies
• Long-term management planning
• Accurate habitat management evaluations
• Water  for on-refuge restoration projects
• Increased hunting/birding opportunities
• Increase in diversity of habitat and wildlife 

species use

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
With water supplies available all year…(CLICK) CVPIA refuge managers now find they can plan ahead for the upcoming year………(CLICK) the more consistent nature of the water supplies make it easier to evaluate habitat management techniques……(CLICK) restoration projects will have a water supply attached to them…..(CLICK) there are more opportunities for the public to enjoy these refuges…. (CLICK) and the firm water supplies have given the managers an ability to diversify the habitat types available to wildlife, which in turn has increased the diversity of wildlife species utilizing these refuges (CLICK).    �



Year-Round Habitat Needs
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

Mid Winter Flow-Through Water
Late Winter Staging Habitat
Spring Riparian Habitat
Spring/Summer Food Plant Irrigations
Spring/Summer Breeding Habitat

�



Early Fall Habitat

Grasslands Grasslands -- --An annual increase in An annual increase in 
typical midtypical mid--September waterfowl September waterfowl 
numbers by over 300%  since 1992 numbers by over 300%  since 1992 

Benefit to early migrants such as white- 
fronted geese and northern pintails 

May be only quality habitat available in 
Valley

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So lets look at some of these specific habitat types, ones that extend beyond the initial wetland flooding in the fall ……the early fall habitat provided by CVPIA water is critical to the those earliest migrants, particularly  those birds utilizing the Tulare Lake Basin, where very little other habitat may be available in that area at that time…. �



Since CVPIA, a dramatic increase 
in sandhill crane use at Pixley 
NWR:

• 200 in 1992
• 2,000 in 1993
• 5,100 in 2001
• 7,000 in 2008

Early Fall Habitat

Tule Elk, San Luis NWR

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
CVPIA water is also used to benefit such species as the Tule Elk at San Luis Refuge and sandhill cranes at Pixley. Water flows through sloughs that run across San Luis’s 800 acre elk enclosure, while  cranes have benefitted by a refuge which had no water supply at all  prior to the passage of CVPIA.�



Early Fall Habitat
• Pixley sandhill crane use increased from a typical 5,000 

to 7,000 in 2008- - due, in part, to lack of other 
available habitat in the southern San Joaquin Valley.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Critical nature of providing this habitat  - particularly when it is not being provided elsewhere�



Early Fall Habitat

• Grasslands - - An increase of 3,000 acres of 
early fall habitat :

Shorebird bird-use day increases of 
49% from 1992 to 1994

Recognized WHSRN area of 
international importance to 
shorebirds

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Immediate initial impactsShorebird use of the Grassland area has become of international importance in recent years, in part because of the ability of refuge managers to provide shallow wetland habitat during their important fall migration through the area.  �



Mid-Winter 
Maintenance Flows

Sacramento NWR
Major cholera outbreaks in 1991 
and 1992…only  one major outbreak since 
CVPIA passed

Improved Water 
Quality

Reduction in Avian 
Disease

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
While it is unclear whether or not there is a direct relationship between CVPIA winter maintenance flows and avian disease rates, it seems clear that the birds overall health has benefitted from fresh water cycling through the wetland units�



Merced NWR – Ross’ Geese fattening 
up in March and April before the long 
flight north

Late Winter 
Staging Habitat

Critical to birds 
preparing to migrate 

north to breeding 
grounds



Spring Riparian Habitat

Kern NWR - - Great blue heron rookery 
established in 1998

35 nests counted in 2006

Area also utilized by egrets, cormorants 
and night-herons

Vital to Neo-tropical birds 
and colonial waterbirds



Spring/SummerFoo 
d Plant Irrigations

Grasslands:  yearly irrigated acreage 
of swamp timothy

1991-1992 :    4,000  acres 
1993-today:  approx. 26,000 acres 
annually

A doubling of plant biomass A doubling of plant biomass 
Reduction in salts

Critical source of 
carbohydrates for 

wintering waterfowl

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is very important as the Central Valley is primarily a wintering area and there needs to be plenty of food available to these birds when they get here�



Improves waterfowl  
breeding habitat and nest 

success

Spring and 
Summer Breeding 

Habitat

Cinnamon Teal Broods, Delevan NWR



Spring and Summer 
Breeding Habitat

Kern NWR - Tri-colored blackbird habitat and 
nest success improved



• Colusa NWR - Increase in habitat 
available for species of concern 
such as the western pond turtle 
and the giant garter snake

Spring and 
Summer Breeding 

Habitat



The Return of the White-faced Ibis



Populations began a 
steady decline in the 

late 1970’s. 

By 1990 had become 
“species of special 

concern”.

The Return of the WhiteThe Return of the White--faced Ibisfaced Ibis



CVPIA water supplies CVPIA water supplies 
provide for critical provide for critical 
spring and summer spring and summer 
nesting habitat.nesting habitat.

The Return of the WhiteThe Return of the White--faced Ibisfaced Ibis



• Sutter NWR
– 1991:  100 birds to 1,000 in 2000, 7,000 in 2001, 

2000:  1,000 and 15,000 in 2002
• Kern NWR

– An increase from 50 birds in 1993, to 5,600 in 
2001, to 17,000 in 2005

The Return of the WhiteThe Return of the White--faced Ibisfaced Ibis

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Nowhere have the ibis flourished more than at Mendota State Wildlife Area and , Sutter and Kern National Wildlife Refuges, where late spring nesting habitat has meant an explosion in the population�



Kern National Wildlife Refuge

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The 8,000 acre refuge was opened in 1964 as the only public refuge in the southern San Joaquin Valley. Until the passage of CVPIA in 1992, the refuge was completely dependent upon if-and-when available agriculture return flows and groundwater, both sources of marginal water quality. �



Kern National Wildlife Refuge

• Established in 1964
• Helps offset the loss of Buena Vista and Tulare 

Lakes 
• 10,600 total acres (6,500 acres of managed 

wetlands)
• No historical firm water supplies

– Surplus State Water supply
– Floodwater flows
– Groundwater Wells



Kern National Wildlife Refuge

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
CVPIA provided some measure of reliable water supply, but only Level 2 amounts. Incremental Level 4 water has been purchased in blocks each year, but never enough to match the allocation that was established in the CVPIA legislation. Still Unit 4 on the west side of the refuge, flooded with the use of CVPIA water for the first time in 2004. In 2004, for the first time in its 40 year history, the refuge was able to flood all 6,500 acres of its wetland habitat. In the past the refuge flooded between 2,2200 and 5,600 acres of habitat�



Kern NWR Habitat Benefits

• 2004 : First year that all wetland habitat on refuge 
flooded

• CVPIA supplies provide make deep water/rookery 
habitat available for the first time

• An increase in tri-colored blackbirds throughout 
the late 1990’s – 21,000 in  2003

• Multiple food plant irrigations most years
• Improved water quality with flow-though 

maintenance water



Kern NWR Ibis Numbers

1993: 50 
2001: 5,600
2006: 15,000
2008: 900



Kern NWR Water Supply

• Incremental Level 4 Water Supply 
– CVPIA Allocation: 15,050 acre-feet
– First Capable of receiving it in 2003 

– Amt. Delivered 2006: 11,523 acre-feet
– Amt. Delivered 2007: 7,538 acre-feet
– Amt Delivered 2008: 4,022 acre-feet



Kern NWR 2006 vs. 2008
• Public Use: 

– Down 1,000 hunter-days
– Lower quality of experience on auto tour route
– Important for public to see

• Irrigations:
– Zero irrigations in 1,100 acre unit
– Reduced irrigations in 1,200 acre unit on east side
– Results in marginal vs robust seed production

• Lack of diversity
• Ex: No watergrass

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Visitors will notice that the tour route has not changed but some units on main tour road left dry 
2007 – essential dry year
2008 - dismal probably discouraged…wake up call 

1,200 acre unit :One vs two ideal irrigations

�



Kern NWR 2006 vs. 2008
• Irrigations:

– Zero irrigations in 1,100 acre unit
– Reduced irrigations in 1,200 acre unit on east side
– Results in marginal vs robust seed production

• Lack of diversity
• No Watergrass, Ammania or Burhead - diving duck 

usage dropped the past two years

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Those last two foods are key food plants for diving ducks, and their numbers have suffered the past couple of years �



Kern NWR 2006 vs. 2008
• Lack of Spring and Summer Water

– Drastically reduced broods (teal and mallard, 
redheads)…and those nests that survived not 
successful to fledging

– No late spring shorebird habitat available 
– Tri-Colored Blackbird use down from peak of 

21,000 in 2003 to zero in 2008

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
because  drained early to take advantage of soil moisture and then used any stored water for irrigation
�



Kern NWR 2006 vs. 2008
• Great Blue Heron rookery nest peaked in 2005 at 

53 nest, 19 in 2008
• Water quality impacts

– No “flow-through” circulation flows in winter 
• recirculation of salts
• detrimental to soil and vegetation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Recirculation and concentration of salts�



Kern NWR

• Recent impacts felt by Kern similar for 
most CVPIA refuges

• Critical to secure and deliver reliable, 
timely Full Level 4 supplies on a annual 
basis.



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Thank You�
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